RULES & TERMS
The 13th edition of the International Film Festival for children and young people
"AniFestROZAFA 2022", in the city of SHKODER - GJIROKASER
The deadline is May 1, 2022
( according to the admission criteria, Registration with fees )
The slogan " WITH THE SPECTATOR, WE ARE ALWAYS ONE STEP FORWARD "
ACTIVITY PREPARATORY PROGRAM:
The Festival aims to bring together in the city of Shkodra directors from all over the world, to
show their films, to create new connections and atmospheres to develop their future projects.
The directors will have the opportunity to visit the city of Shkodra with ancient history.
Traditions, special events, meetings, discussions between filmmakers, festival directors,
distributors, etc. have taken place in Shkodra.
Focus Program
September - April 10, 2022: recording of animated films, applied by local participants and
participants abroad.
April 11 - September 3, 2022: Pre-selection and initial selection of films registered for
competition.
September 4, 2022: presentation of the list of films selected in the SEMI-FINAL stage.
(Competitive directors will meet all the criteria in high standard, for the final stage.)
On October 10, 2022: presentation of the list of selected films for the FINAL-COMPETITIVE
phase!
November 14, 2022- “AniFestROZAFA2022 ” will announce the winning prizes on the
festival’s website http://anifestrozafa.org/
CLASSIFICATION OF PARTICIPATING WORKS “AniFestROZAFA”
Short film for children and teenagers produced by companies up to 15min
Independent film, for children and teenagers up to 15min
A short film on children's rights up to 15min
Student animated short film up to 10min
Short animated film by children 3min to 10min
In the special session, there will be a presentation of films from festivals in cooperation.
The evaluation will be done based on the criteria
Short film for children
Age 3-6 years old
Age 7- 8- 9 years old
• Short film for teenagers.
Age 10 11- 12 -13- 14 years old

The “AniFestROZAFA” Festival continues to be unique and original in its realization format, in
the presentation of the artistic and cultural values for different generations.
13th edition of the International Short Film Festival for children and young people
"AniFestROZAFA2022"
APPLICATION FORM
The films must be completed after January 01st, 2020.
-Applicants will fill in the application form in English.
-Applicants must fill the forms electronically and all other adding materials for the films (photo
of the producer or the director, photo of the film, the dialogue list in English, should be sent
electronically, online.
Competing films will be screened in MP4 HD format, high resolution for the display. ( delivery
via wetransfer.com to artanmaku@anifestrozafa.al)
-According to the regulation, the deadline for collecting the participating work is at 23:59 on
May 1, 2022.
Awards "AniFestROZAFA2022":
•Best movie "AniFestROZAFA2022"
• Best short film produced by the company
• Best Independent Short Film
• Best animated short film produced by the company
• Best Independent Animated Short Film
• The best animated short film about children's rights
• Best animated short film by students
Special awards
A best animated short film by children (diploma )
Best screenplay (diploma )
Best camera (diploma )
Best animation (diploma )
Priority will be given to short, artistic, and animated films that reflect different cultures, different
stories, made with artistic fantasy.
THE JUDGE’S PANEL ( FESTIVAL JURY )
1. The jury for the official competition must consist of not less than 3 members, one member
must be Albanian.
2. The Chairman of the Jury is appointed by the artistic staff of the festival.
3. No judge (jury member) should have been a member of the film selection board for the three
defining stages.
4. The Jury is responsible for defining the evaluation for the prize of the competition, as well as
for the procedures and criteria.
5. The Jury is responsible for announcing the list of winners.
DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS
Films that violate children’s rights as defined by the Convention of Human Rights and the
Convention of Children’s Rights, will not be accepted.

All the materials that will be sent for selection, will not be returned back to the applicant but will
be part of the Festival’s Archive.
THE INVITATION
The creator of the film selected in the Final Stage will be sent an invitation to participate in the
Final Night of the award.
The author of the film (director) will be provided with free accommodation and food by the
organizers.
The road will be secured according to the circumstances, communication with the organizing
staff.
COPYRIGHT
1. The author of the film participating in the Final Stage of the competition at the
AniFestROZAFA festival will be given the rights of copyright or legal owners of the work
(film).
2. In case of works done by collective authors, the applicant must ensure that he/she has legal
ownership of the works or have a recommendation from the copyright
3. In case of the author lacks the ability to make such promises, the works will be considered as
submitted in the collective names of all the authors.
4. The participating applicant will be considered to have agreed to screen the film for the cultural
activity, not for profit.
5. Authorize the Organizing staff of the International Festival "AniFestROZAFA", giving them
the right to appear and promote through various media or in public spaces for non-profit reasons.
6. In specific cases the AniFestROZAFA festival staff will notify you, asking you to send an
authorization.
EXPLANATION:
1. According to the regulations, prize winners will be awarded a trophy and a certificate.
2. Individual income tax related to the bonus shall be held by the Organizing Committee.
3. Donor interest and distribution of films on TV will be realized according to property law and
copyright. ( you will be notified )
SCREENING OF THE FILM
1. The Organizational Staff will digitize and preserve all the work of the candidates, who will be
shown in public, according to the program of the international animated film festival for children
and youth "AniFestROZAFA"
2. The organizing staff of "AniFestROZAFA" has the right to show the film that has won an
award, for special promotion purposes or non-profit reasons.
THE AWARD CEREMONY
1. The Organizing Staff will invite the directors or producers of the film that has entered the final
stage of the competition. On the final night of the awards ceremony.
2. In case the winners of prizes, domestic or foreign are not able to take a price on the spot, they
can authorize others to get the prize on their behalf.
3. Films that have won awards will appear during the award ceremony.
4. The Organizing Staff notifies the directors or the producer of the film that has entered the
semi-final stage of the competition but does not cover the accommodation.

LEGAL ISSUES
1. All participants will be the legal owners of the participating works. They must have the
copyright and have the relevant legal responsibilities. In some cases where others claim rights to
the participating works, the participant must bear full responsibility for the losses caused. If
discovered by the organizing staff, or this situation during the competition causes serious impact
or loss in relation to them, the participant must take responsibility for the compensation of the
Organizing Staff.
2. All copyrights are reserved by the authors. During the competition, the Organizing Staff has
the right to display the films and the file of participants to the Media.
3. The NGO "AniFest" shall not restrain participants from using the same works to participate in
any other similar competition activities beyond the period of this competition.
4. Participants who have submitted the registration form will be deemed to have unconditionally
agreed with the Rules of Procedure of the Festival AnifestROZAFA.
5. Any disputes regarding the regulation will be filed to the arbitrage of AniFestROZAFA. Only
the Albanian version of the regulation has legal effect.
6. Monetary revenues earned by the registration will be used by the festival staff for digital film
processing and film promotion.
CONTACT INFORMATION
NGO AniFest,
Eneida Xhelili artistic director
Address: “ Lidhja e Prizerenit” Pall.4 /8 Ap 28
1019 Tirana ALBANIA
Contact tel ; 0355 69 216352
www.anifestrozafa.org
Email: info@anifestrozafa.org

